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After a stagecoach holdup, Frank Slayton's notorious gang leave Ben Warren for dead and head off
with his fiancée. Warren follows, and although none of the townspeople he comes across are
prepared to help, he recruits two others who have sworn revenge on the ruthless Slayton. In Arizona,
Frank Slayton's gang robs a stagecoach and kidnaps Ben Warren's fiancée, prompting Warren to
pursue Slayton. A rancher and a reformed outlaw pursue a band of kidnappers through the Arizona
desert in a good western that never received its just due. Most of Rock Hudson's early films were
westerns and he essays the role of a determined cowboy in fine style as he and Leo Gordon search
for an outlaw band for very different reasons. The picture is strictly a pursuit and revenge western
with colorful characters and scenery making an ordinary plot tense and exciting. Phil Carey and
Donna Reed are major players here but are supported by great character actors such as Lee Marvin
and Neville Brand. Carey is at his best as a glib but vain outlaw leader who covets betrothed Donna
Reed for himself. Pat Hogan is good in his familiar role as an Indian and Roberta Haynes is tough and
fiery as a spurned border mistress. Beautiful looking western in dazzling Technicolor is otherwise an
ordinary affair but does have Rock Hudson and Donna Reed both on the cusp of bigger things. Donna
made From Here to Eternity the same year as this and although it didn't really enhance her movie
fortunes it raised her fame level easing her transition to TV fame as the perfect homemaker. Rock
would break out of the B's the next year with Magnificent Obsession that turned him into box office
gold for years. This film does have a good pace and a hissable villain in Phil Carey plus an early peek
at Lee Marvin. For western fans or admirers of the stars this should be an enjoyable view.
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